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Introduction
As it is widely known that fairy tale refl ects the basic characteristics of a culture. Beside their functions such as preparing children for sleeping, to improve their imaginary, and guiding for the appropriate attitudes and behaviors; they have a critical role in the process of transferring basic rules and norms of the society to the next generations. Thus, in this paper, I would like to propose a study examining how fairy tales contribute to the process of constructing gender roles in the society. More specifi cally, this proposed question aims to investigate the decisiveness of narrators of the fairy tales in the process of transferring gender roles. This question is worth studying and needs scientifi c attention since the survival of the fairy tale depends on social acceptance. In other words they are needed to reproduce according to the needs of the society in that specifi c period. Additionally, examining that reproduction process is critical to understand how gender roles are constructed and transferred.
Therefore this paper includes fi ve sections: a brief of the literature review, methodology of the research, fi ndings and fi nally conclusion and suggestions for further studies.
Literature Review
This section of the paper covers the literature about the theme of this study. To consider the question of the research I need to defi ne some terms. Thus fi rstly, I will defi ne the terms of literature, fairy tale, gender, genre, and narrator; secondly, I will discuss the social function and the morphology of the fairy tales and fi nally, I will take up the literature on the relation between gender and fairy tales.
First of all, within the existing literature, gender is defi ned as "[the] way of seeing and representing people and situations based on sex differences which is also a social or cultural category infl uenced by stereotypes about 'male' or 'female' behavior and exist our attitudes and beliefs. Such beliefs are said to be culturally produced and constructed" (Goodman, 1996, s.8) . Genre is defi ned as "a key term used to distinguish between distinct types of writing (or art, or thought)" (Goodman, 1996, s.8) . Here, it refers one of the major forms of literature: fairy tale. Fairy tale is defi ned as "the discipline of imagination" (My translation, Sezer, 2010, s.11) . It is indicated that fairy tale as a genre of literature did not emerge for children at the fi rst time instead, it is derived within an oral story telling tradition and created by adults; they were accepted fi rstly among adults and in the 18th century spread to children (Zipes, 2006, s.3) . Zipes also points out that they have a function to humanize and stabilize some forces which cause confl icts both in people minds and in society (1999, s.1) Class and gender phenomena in those fairy tales are also mentioned by stressing that they provide the hegemonic interest of males within the upper classes of particular societies and communities (Zipes, 1999, s.7) . Thus we can say that one of the functions of the fairy tales for children is to teach the basic codes of the society which includes both gender roles and class issues.
Additionally, İvgin also states that fairy tales have more than one version which is available for children and non-literates (1988, s.57) . Story telling is defi ned as "the outcome of an instinct implanted universally in the human mind" (Hartland, 2011, s.1) . It is also indicated that the genre of fairy tale fi rstly emerged from this tradition and they were published. Narrator refers to story teller and plays a very critical role since it includes imagination and interpretation which are considered as the central to the discussion of gender and literature in more specifi c sense (Goodman, 1996) . It is not possible to think on narration without ideology because "ideology is formulated by and in language, meanings within language are socially determined, and narratives are constructed out of language" (Stephen, 1999; cf. Jarrar, 2009, s.35 ). Thus it is not possible to understand fairy tales without examining story teller. In addition retelling of the stories plays a signifi cant role in the reproduction of the all values, ideologies, cultural codes, beliefs embedded in fairy tale. The retelling per se has a voice which reminds those cultural codes to the adult while teaching to children. According to Lieberman, fairy tale retelling provides connection with pre-text and make aware of the readers about the possible issues and interpretations which they may have not noticed before (Lieberman, 1972; cf. Joosen, 2011, s.55) . These re tellers are generally women (My translation, Boratav, 1995, s.84) . Başgöz mentioned that every narrator recreates the story with regard to the area around him/ her thus every tale is a variation and all variations are recreations (My translation, Başgöz, 1988, s.26) . In addition narrator can change some parts of the story and these changes are not limited with the pattern such as language and telling features but also compromises structure of the story, drawings of the characters, ideology and function of the story (Başgöz, 1988, s.26 ). Narrator does not avoid remarking his/ her negative opinions on characters, events, situations and tend to embed the events into immediate surroundings or tend to tell the story as he/ she passed through (My translation, Boratav, 1992, s.36) . In other words, story teller may instill the minds of children ideological messages that socialize them to meet normative expectations of mainstream culture (Jarrar, 2009, s.35) .
Furthermore, because of the social and cultural character of gender which the paper has already mentioned, the study of literature and gender refers not to analyze literature with regard to the sex or sexuality of authors rather a kind of literary analysis as they are written, read and interpreted within cultures both by women and men (Goodman, 1996, s.7) . Additionally, fairy tales emerged from storytelling tradition as folk tales. Here we must mention that because the further levels of the study include in depth interviews with ordinary people, to avoid the possible problems about the knowledge of the interviewee's on these two genres (it can be confusing to differentiate one to another), the paper does not take the variations of tale forms into consideration.
Secondly, this study takes one of the most important Russian folklorists, Vladimir Propp's morphology as a frame to approach fairy tales. Propp sees literature and folklore as class phenomenon and defi nes folklore as"the literary output of the exploited classes" (1984, s.40) . For him, who manifested himself as a Marxist, from the historical perspective, the entire creative output of the humanity is folklore. Propp's morphology which examines the structure of the tales refers thirty one elements that are always the same and always follow one another in the same order and fi nally, that only characters should be taken into consideration (Propp, 1984, s.7) . In addition Propp stresses the importance of the function of the characters which is always the same (2008). Although Propp fi rstly examined the Russian folk tales, some other scholars indicated that other nations' tales are also applicable to these functions because of the similarity of the functions of the characters (Taner, 1988, s.163) .
Thirdly, it is widely argued that "fairy tales have socializing power which teaches values, beliefs, and behavioral patterns to children (and also to adult) and what they read is believed to have a substantial infl uence on the construction of their own identity, on their beliefs and expectations toward others, and their conscious and unconscious associations" (Lieberman, 1972; cf. Joosen, 2011, s.92) . In addition, Bettelhem also remarks the impact of fairy tales on both unconscious and conscious levels. He stresses deeper psychological processes in which children built a empathic relation with the protagonist of the tale that is resulted in "self-realization at the end and this model of identifi cation onto both the child's conscious and unconscious and offer meaning on so many different levels" (Bettelhem, 1976; Joosen, 2011, s.125 ). Therefore we can conclude that gender roles are constructed -not only of course-through fairy tales within an endless process.
Fairy tales also provide the reproduction of gendering through the relationship between mothers and their daughters. It is claimed that "the function of the intrinsic relationship of femininity and motherhood in the development of female is very critical regardless of whether or not she becomes a mother herself" (Wilkinson, 2008, s.7) . Therefore women as the product of mothers affect other women. Additionally "women as mothers are pivotal actors in the process of social production and responsible for the reproduction of masculinity and sexual inequality, and of the reproduction of particular forms of power" (Chodorow, 1978; Wilkinson, 2008, s.7) .
The similarity of representation of women in fairy tales in different cultures can be easily observed. Yavuz claims that "studies on fairy tales show that these stereotypes do not change one culture to another" (1997, s.55) . Good women are generally represented as altruist, naive, content and passive while bad ones are represented as being dependent, ambitious, violence prone and evil. Additionally, beauty of good women is always taken into account as the ugliness of the evil ones. Good women are nearly always in trouble and they need to be saved. If they do not resist the life that they are forced to obey, they will be awarded with a happy marriage. This marriage never happens with someone from lower class. Therefore obedience gives "the promise of upper class" to women (My translation, Sezer, 2010, s.131) . Similarly relatively dependent ones are represented as being evil in the fairy tales. These women are generally witches, step mothers, magicians. Furthermore there is always a vocation in the fairy tales which represents "pubescence of the protagonist" (Sezer, 2010, s.33) . For women this vocation starts with "leaving home in which the source of power is fathers and ends in another home (or kind of palace, castle) in which the source of power is husbands at this time" (My translation, Sezer, 2010, s.37) . In other words, vocations of women refer to the transition of the source of power which they obey.
To sum up, the existing literature shows that there is a strong relationship between fairy tales and construction of gender. Values, beliefs behavioral patterns, cultural codes are transferred to next generations through fairy tales. Narrator plays a very critical role in the reproduction of the mainstream social codes and these narrators are generally women. Thus women as the product of other women are the main actors in the process of reproduction of gender roles. Although the literature points out that the form of this relationship does not change too much culture to culture, most of the analysis which examines the relationship between gender and fairy tale (lets say literature) focus on Western literature and folklore. Therefore studies which examine Non-Western fairy tale traditions can fi ll this gap and provide a wider overview how gender is constructed and reconstructed through fairy tales.
Methodology of the Research
In the research the main concepts I want to examine are gender, fairy tale, narrator which were defi ned above. The hypotheses which this study will test examine the decisiveness of women as the narrators of the fairy tales in the process of transferring gender roles. Thus my hypotheses are:
• Fairy tales are one of the sources of transferring gender roles.
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• The narrators of the fairy tales are decisive in the process of transferring gender roles.
• The narrators of the fairy tales are mostly women.
• Gender roles are transferred by mothers to their children through fairy tales (not only but also).
In addition, I started to the research on the December of 2012 and fi nished at the end of the month. I used qualitative research methods for gathering the data, since the aim was to uncover the contribution of fairy tales in the process of constructing gender roles. Because the importance of the narrators in this process I conducted in depth interviews with only women as the narrators of the fairy tales. Because I wanted to see how women as mothers are decisive in the process of transferring gender roles, I interviewed with only women. This study required to interview with both ordinary women and also specialists. In the fi rst place, I interviewed with four women from different ages to see how gender roles are transferred through fairy tales. In the second place, I conducted and interview with specialist Melek Özlem Sezer to see the relation between gender, the genre of fairy tale and importance of the narrator. For this expert interview I gathered the names from secondary sources such as books and some children books' authors from the publishing fi rm which I'm working for.
The interviews were semi-structured interviews which included a list of open-ended questions that were prepared before the interview. Because my questionnaire involved questions related to different periods of interviewee's life such as childhood and marriage I needed to learn how life story interviews were conducted. Therefore Atkinson's book of "The Life Story Interview" (1998) helped me to structure my interview. Atkinson stated that: "In such an interview open-ended questions help draw out the person's feelings about their experiences as well as their deep, refl ective thoughts on their life" (Atkinson, 1998, s.40) .
Findings
In this part of the paper, I will try to examine the fi ndings under the categories of importance of women as narrators, generational differences: awareness on gendered issues, representation of women, structural similarities, a new variable: re-writing of fairy tales and functional mutuality.
Importance of Woman as Narrators of Fairy Tales
One of the hypotheses of this paper is that the narrators of the fairy tales are mostly women. The interviews seem to supportive for this argument. Most of the respondents stated that when they were children the narrators of fairy tales were women around them. When I asked them was there a story telling tradition when they were children one of the responses were:
"Yes, there was a story telling tradition in our home when I was a child. My mother told us. Also we had my grandmother, she has been lived with us since our childhood. She told too." (Banu)
When I asked them whether their fathers told them fairy tales she said:
"He did not. But I remember that if he were at home, while my grandmother was telling he listened her with us." (Banu)
Additionally, when I asked who told fairy tales mostly another interviewee pointed out:
"Old people. I lost both of my grandmothers but we had my aunt's mother in law who was very old. Since we met quite often she told us lots of fairy tales. At home, my mother told too. However she did not have much time for it because she was busy with guests." (Fahriye)
As I asked whether the tellers were mostly women or not she answered that: 
." (Halide)
As I mentioned before, women as the narrator of the fairy tales play a critical role in transferring function of fairy tales. Since the interpretation and imagination of narrators are decisive, women are responsible for what is transferred to their children through fair tales. As in the expert interview, Melek Özlem Sezer stated that:
"As she/ he provides transferring of fairy tales, the survival of fairy tales up to narrator... Fairy tales give their essential taste by telling because they interact with their environment. In other words, common production is provided which is one of the basic characteristics of fairy tales [through story-telling]."
The importance of narrators in the function of transferring, the symbolic language plays a critical role within that process. As Melek Özlem Sezer mentioned that:
"By constructing complicated labyrinths under the visible surface with the symbols of unconscious, fairy tales operate secondary stories with an extraordinary wit. While all the knots from prenatal period to death, fi nd their meanings on the universal symbols of common unconscious with the contribution of genetic memory, interesting questions are met. Doubled language fairy tales, for example, like Snow White, the symbol of innocence, lost of fairy tales write erotic subtext, in which kissing represents sexual relationship, staying alone in the middle of the forest represents maturation; they hide real story under a pretty context while unconscious percepts it. Thus kissing a dead body does not startle us, or we do not think that dead body was raped. Actually we know that it is not a death and taking the piece of apple off from the throat is needed more (a more shaking move) than kissing."
Generational Difference: Awareness on Gendered Issues
The interviews showed that there is generational difference on the awareness about gendered characters of fairy tales which can be also related with education level. However education is not one of the variables of the study I do not take such a possible positive correlation into account. Respondents under the age of 50, while one of them stated that when she has noticed the gendered character of the classical fairy tales she preferred to not to tell them to her daughter. When I asked what kind of fairy tales she preferred to tell her child she pointed out that: 
." (Fahriye)
Additionally, another respondent pointed out that she needed to change some part of the fairy tales but not because the gendered characteristics of them. Rather she wanted to prevent her son to be afraid of:
"As I mentioned my son was a little bit different. First of all, to prevent my son to be afraid of I changed some part of them like wolf etc. But I do not know whether I'm too optimistic or not, today's educated parents do not need to teach something through fairy tales. I did not try to teach something through them as well. We can communicate directly..." (Halide)
Woman as the Objects of Fear
Because the existing literature on the relationship between gender and literature mostly covers the Western literature, it was hard to see how Non-western fairy tales refl ect women protagonists. As I mentioned in the section of literature review, the representation of women does not change entirely from one fairy tales to another. There are some stereotypes which can be found in most of the fairy tales. In addition, since my interviewees remembered and told traditional and regional fairy tales that stereotyping was easily observed in the fairy tales that we talked about.
In the fi rst interview, my 80 years old respondent told a traditional fairy tales which was called "Bıldik" in which there was a monster and tried to eat Bıldik who is the protagonist of the fairy tale. In the second interview, my 48 years old respondent told another fairy tale with some ethnic components which was about a woman who appears in the evenings and kidnaps children. In the third interview, my 37 years old woman told a very similar fairy tale with the one that the fi rst respondent told, it was about an old woman who wants to eat Bılli, who was the protagonist child of the tale.
Structural Similarities in Themes of Fairy Tales
Although I've just conducted fi ve interview, two pairs of women told nearly the same stories. The fi rst interviewee told a fairy tale about chick pea (nohut) children while the second interviewee told another about a bulgur child. In the both of them these children get lost. They tried to reach their mother. According to my third interviewee:
"The reason for the representation of children as derivation of wheat is that to warn children not to far away from their mother."
If they go, they get lost. And as the other fairy tales try to tell, if they go far from their mother, they will be kidnapped by a monster. Furthermore, she also mentioned that she asked about why these children do not grow up, but she did not get any answer from the adults who told the fairy tale. These fairy tales also remind the widely known English fairy tale, "Tom Thumb".
Additionally, again the fi rst interviewee told a fairy tale which she was called "Ekmekçi Bacı" and the fourth interviewee told one which she called "Bit Horoz". Although the characters, objects were not the same, the structure of these two fairy tales was exactly the same. Both of them were fi nished with the event of kidnapping of a bride by a bird. What is interesting is the fi rst interviewee was 80 years old while the fourth one is 23. They is no commonality between their life. They were born in different cities, they have totally different cultural backgrounds, and they live in different socio-economic conditions. Then what makes these two women to remember the same fairy tale can be an important question. Furthermore, the fairy tales which were called Bılli and Bıldik have again similar structures. There was an evil woman in both the fairy tales whose purpose was to eat children. The third interviewee, who told Bılli, indicated that it has some similarities with well known German fairy tale, "Hansel and Gretel". In both fairy tales, there was a little house in the middle of the forest in which a black hearted, evil minded woman lived and her purpose is to eat children.
Re-writers of Fairy Tales
Mothers from new generation in the interviews stated that they also preferred to read books to their children. Since some of these children books compromise re-writing of classical fairy tales, then these re-writers should be included to narrators. As Melek Özlem Sezer indicated:
"Since fairy tales do not belong only to oral culture any more, fairy tales' writers are needed to be covered. Writers are extremely infl uential on reconstructing of fairy tales according to current necessities."
Functional Mutuality of Fairy Tales
Fairy tales have a functional mutuality. When they teach what the society and culture want to children, they remind all of them to adults. Gender roles are one of the components which is transferred through fairy tales. Additionally, as one of the interviewee pointed out that:
Fairy tales may be the way to transfer gender roles. They may force me to be the woman that the society wants. I mean, sometimes I fell that behave in out of the appropriate behaviors is not possible. I mean you go somewhere, somebody needs to serve some tea and you do that while there is no reason to do or anyone except you to do that" (Banu).
Conclusion and Suggestions for Further Studies
When I decided to examine fairy tales and their relationship with gender I was planning to do content analysis on fairy tales which were chosen from different cultures or countries. Such a study could give the opportunity to see how gender roles are transferred through similar ways in different cultures. However while I was reading the literature on this theme, I've noticed that talking with women who are both the narrators and the listeners of the fairy tales could serve better for my study. By interviewing women from different generations, I could fi nd answers to more than one question. First of all, I could see how fairy tales affected their life, their self as women; secondly, I could measure their awareness about the embedded meanings within the fairy tales; thirdly, by letting them to tell stories and asking questions which direct them to analyze that fairy tale, I could also analyze the discourse critically that they use. Although I've postponed fi nding an answer to the third question for another study, I've believed that this paper has found some answers to its questions.
Although fairy tales have functions such as preparing children to sleep or to develop their imaginary, they are needed to be examined with more attention. When we follow the symbols in them and reconstruct the ideological structure we see that the messages which are embedded within them are more surprising than the reality that they create. In the literature, it is stated that fairy tales are seriously affected by narrators' imagination and interpretation. Additionally, since the survival of the fairy tales also depends on social acceptance, narrators play a critical role in transferring function of fairy tales. Gender roles are one of the elements which are transferred through (not only but also) fairy tales. The paper tried to show that women as the narrators of fairy tales are how decisive to transfer gender roles to their children by telling fairy tales. However my opinion here is that not to reject the whole fairy tale tradition. Rather, critical reading of them gives the opportunity to analyze their subtext better.
Furthermore I can suggest some further studies to analyze fairy tales' contribution to constructing gender roles. Since the literature indicated that fairy tales were created for the adults fi rstly (Zipes, 2006) and they are the only one genre which has lived without any limitation throughout the history (Sezer, 2011) , examining earlier versions of fairy tales gives idea about how social reality is created, shaped and changed. Additionally, analyzing illustrations of fairy tales can also provide fruitful explanation for gender representation.
